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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage [TRUTH] 3 
— Becky and I are away for some much needed rest — and I'll 4 
probably treat you to an encore for the much of this broadcast. 5 
However, the terrorist attack on our troops in Afghanistan, the 6 
direct consequence of failed leadership, namely, another Biden 7 
blunder that this time cost the lives of 13 Marines, Army and Navy 8 
Americans, followed by the shameless effort by Biden to blame 9 
Trump, with the full support of his crime syndicate inclusive of the 10 
Deep State CCP operatives embedded in the US government, and 11 
the MSM—Marxist Socialist Media, requires that I offer some 12 
much needed clarification. 13 
Here come the cries don't politicize this — let's be "forward 14 
thinking" — don't get bogged down into the who-did-it-game. 15 
First, remember the Rushbo maxim that the aggressor determines 16 
the rules of engagement. Remember that the lie is always ahead of 17 
the truth because the lie is the attacker, and the attacker always 18 
moves first. TRUTH always begins on defense and the 19 
counterattack is shaped by the attack. 20 
Biden came out and blamed Trump — he made it political — and 21 
the attack cannot be ignored. The TRUTH must be brought out 22 
against that attack.  23 
Also, Biden's lie reveals the plan behind the blunder. That was the 24 
point — turn Trump's policies into some sort of disaster that they 25 
can use to advance their agenda and blame Trump for the fall out. 26 
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Obama—Biden did this back in 2011. Withdrew from Iraq in a 27 
haphazard, ill advised manner leaving a vacuum that will filled by 28 
ISIS-1. Now it's Biden—Obama, back for a reprise. A hasty 29 
withdraw from Afghanistan creating a vacuum immediately filled 30 
in by the Taliban and ISIS-2, called ISIS-K. 31 
It's the same playbook. Even down to the travesty of releasing 32 
terrorist by the thousands who formed up into ISIS then, and ISIS-33 
Know. 34 
So I get it! It's a shame when the LEFT politicizes everything—the 35 
election, and now our withdrawal from Afghanistan — but that's 36 
what Biden et al have done and are doing. For reasons I will 37 
explore with you later, Biden and Obama promote terrorism — 38 
they aid and abet Muslim terrorism and terrorists and turn the 39 
sword of justice in America against Christian Patriots by calling 40 
them terrorists. It's about dismantling the bands of cords of Christ 41 
and the radical Muslims are useful to them for this purpose. 42 
The FACT is what Biden has allowed to happen would not have 43 
happened if Trump were in office and every American willing to 44 
see what is OBVIOUS knows that to be true. 45 
Biden is pulling the same thing in Afghanistan that he and Obama 46 
pulled in Iraq. They are promoting the creation of ISIS, again, they 47 
are building the antichrist army the DS intend to use to rid the 48 
Middle East of Christian influence once and for all — they think! 49 
And help them remove the ONE OBSTACLE that stands in the 50 
way of the completion of Nimrod's TOWER and the ultimate 51 
entrance of the man of sin. 52 
So, for any who are buying in to Biden's not so clever lie that 53 
Trump shares any blame for what Biden has done because, as 54 
Biden reminded us: "Trump is the one who made a deal with the 55 
Taliban" — listen to what Trump said about this long before 56 
Biden's bamboozling —  57 
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[INSERT TRUMP] 58 
Friend, I get it — we need to be focused on correcting this 59 
miserable blunder. And listen close and I'll tell you exactly what 60 
must be done. But you need to understand like you never have 61 
before the IMPORTANCE OF POLITICS. The number ONE thing 62 
you should be getting from all you are seeing going on right now is 63 
that ELECTIONS matter — and stolen elections have devastating 64 
consequences since only wicked people with evil designs would 65 
steal an election and a stolen election allows such people to take 66 
power from the PEOPLE in order to destroy them. The number 67 
one thing you need to be seeing right now is why WE MUST 68 
CORRECT 2020 — the BEST SOLUTION to all of this is 69 
CORRECT 2020 and put the RIGHT MAN in the office of POTUS 70 
NOW!  71 
Nothing will more quickly turn all this around than TRUING the 72 
ELECTIONS in AMERICA — and it must be done NOW! 73 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 74 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 75 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 76 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 77 
liberty. 78 
So Biden comes out with this "I take full responsibility" and adds, 79 
But remember that my predecessor is the one who made a deal 80 
with the Taliban." 81 
Uh huh. Okay! So carry out that "deal" Mr. Biden. First, Trump's 82 
plan was certainly NOT TO WITHDRAW quickly, or suddenly, 83 
and it was certainly not to withdraw the military before we 84 
evacuated our own or our friends. And then, add this — here was 85 
the "deal" "Benedict" Biden — Trump told the Taliban leader that if 86 
any American or friend of America was hurt during or after the 87 
withdrawal, Trump told that desert devil "I know where you live, 88 
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and your village will be the first to be bombed." I heard the 89 
recording that I don't have time to dig up right now, where Trump 90 
told us about this conversation —  91 
Well, thankfully we learned something from Benghazi — many of 92 
American patriots are not sitting around waiting for Biden to do 93 
anything about this mess, other than make it worse. 94 
Volunteer soldiers are massing and preparing now to deploy to go 95 
RESCUE our PEOPLE. Shame on you Biden! For shame — that 96 
you would quote the BIBLE — Isaiah 6:8 who shall go for us? 97 
CERTAINLY NOT YOU, you miserable traitor. RESIGN — 98 
surrender now to be tried for treason. We the PEOPLE Fire you! 99 
Put the real president in office now! 100 
But thank God there are some American soldiers ready right now 101 
to answer the CALL — WHO WILL GO FOR US! 102 
Okay, here is the number one take away from all this. ELECTIONS 103 
matter. Stolen elections are especially consequential. The only way 104 
we are going to stop this wrecking ball is to get him out of office, 105 
now. Kamala will not be the answer — she must GO! The only way 106 
to get rid of both of these impostors is to TRUE the VOTE. 107 
All of this makes the 2020 election the most important thing to 108 
take care of right now. 109 
Remember to SEE WHAT IS OBVIOUS! 110 
I'll be back in town Saturday and I'll see you in church. 111 
INSERT ENCORE 112 
I thought it would be good to remember the importance of 113 
SEEING WHAT IS OBVIOUS. [INSERT 8441.] 114 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 115 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 116 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 117 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 118 
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LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 119 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 120 
lights off? 121 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 122 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 123 
email. 124 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 125 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 126 


